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Latest developments in remote and head-mounted eye tracking and automated
eye movement analysis point the way toward unobtrusive eye-based human-
computer interfaces that will become pervasively usable in everyday life. We
call this new paradigm pervasive eye tracking – continuous eye monitoring and
analysis 24/7. Pervasive Eye Tracking and Mobile Eye-Based Interaction (PETMEI)
is a workshop series that revolves around the theme of pervasive eye-tracking as
a trailblazer for pervasive eye-based human-computer interaction and eye-based
context-awareness. This special issue is composed from extended versions of
the top-scoring papers from the 3rd workshop in the PETMEI series held in 2013.
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Introduction

Despite considerable advances over the last decades,
previous work on eye tracking and eye-based human-
computer interfaces mainly developed use of the eyes
in traditional (”desktop”) settings that involved single
user, single device and WIMP-style interactions. Latest
developments in remote and head-mounted eye track-
ing equipment and automated eye movement analysis
point the way toward unobtrusive eye-based human-
computer interfaces that will become pervasively us-
able in everyday life. We call this new paradigm per-
vasive eye tracking – continuous eye monitoring and
analysis 24/7 (Bulling & Gellersen, 2010). The po-
tential applications for the ability to track and anal-
yse eye movements anywhere and at any time call
for interdisciplinary research to further understand
and develop visual behaviour for pervasive eye-based
human-computer interaction in daily life settings.

PETMEI is a workshop series that revolves around
the theme of pervasive eye-tracking as a trailblazer for
pervasive eye-based human-computer interaction and
eye-based context-awareness. PETMEI provides a fo-
rum for researchers from human-computer interaction,
context-aware computing, psychology, health, and eye
tracking to discuss techniques and applications that go
beyond classical eye tracking and stationary eye-based
interactions in constrained settings. The workshop se-
ries aims to stimulate and explore the creativity of these
communities with respect to the implications, key re-
search challenges, and new applications for pervasive
eye tracking in a ubiquitous computing world. The
long-term goal is to create a strong interdisciplinary

research community linking these fields together and
to establish the workshop as the premier forum for re-
search on pervasive eye tracking.

This special issue is composed from extended
versions of the top-scoring papers from the 3rd
workshop in the PETMEI series held in 2013. PETMEI
2013 was organised as a dedicated conference track
at the 17th European Conference on Eye Move-
ments (ECEM 2013) in Lund, Sweden, from 11-16
August 2013. All papers from the 2013 workshop
can be downloaded from the workshop website:
http://2013.petmei.org/program/.

The following is the list of papers selected for this
special issue.

• Onur Ferhat, Fernando Vilariño and Francisco
Javier Sánchez: A Cheap Portable Eye-Tracker Solution for
Common Setups

• Jose Javier Bengoechea, Juan Jose Cerrolaza, Aran-
txa Villanueva and Rafael Cabeza: Evaluation of accurate
eye corner detection methods for gaze estimation

• Kentaro Takemura, Tomohisa Yamakawa, Jun
Akamatsu and Tsukasa Ogasawara: Estimation of Fo-
cused Object using Corneal Surface Image for Eye-based In-
teraction

• Yusuke Sugano, Yasunori Ozaki, Hiroshi Kasai,
Keisuke Ogaki and Yoichi Sato: Image Preference Esti-
mation with a Data-driven Approach: A Comparative Study
between Gaze and Image Features

The topics span a range of areas nested under
the pervasive eye-tracking field, from developing cus-
tom low-cost eye tracking solutions (Ferhat, Vilariño,
& Sánchez, 2014) and improvements of eye detec-
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tion algorithms (Bengoechea, Cerrolaza, Villanueva, &
Cabeza, 2014), through novel ways of gaze direction
detection (Takemura, Yamakawa, Akamatsu, & Oga-
sawara, 2014), to user preference estimation based on
gaze data (Sugano, Ozaki, Kasai, Ogaki, & Sato, 2014).

Ferhat et al. introduce a cheap portable eye tracker
for common setups. The system is able to track eye
movements with sampling rate of up to 30Hz and with
accuracies of around 1.5 degrees. The introduced setup
with Raspberry Pi can track eye movements at 3Hz at
the costs of about 70 EUR.

Bengoechea et al. focus on improving the eye cor-
ner detection methods for normal lighting conditions
in which active IR illumination is not available. The au-
thors present a series of exhaustive tests in which they
evaluate five new methods for eye corner detection.

Takemura and others present a novel approach to es-
timate the object in user’s focus, rather than gaze di-
rection as implemented in modern head-mounted eye-
trackers. The novel approach could, for example, be
used for wearable head-mounted technologies, such as
Google Glass.

Sugano et al. investigate a hot topic in applied eye
tracking, namely, the analysis of user states and pref-
erences in interactive environments. The contribution
of the paper is a comparison of the performance of
user preferences estimation from gaze and from ex-
plicit ranking of preference labels.

Review process
Based on the scores from the workshop review pro-

cess, we invited authors of four of the best papers to
submit a significantly extended versions of the original
papers for the special issue. The solicited submissions
were carefully reviewed, partly by the original PETMEI
2013 reviewers, and in part by the editors. Each of the
four papers received at least three reviews. The first
round of decisions sent to the authors contained de-
tailed instructions on how to improve the manuscripts
to guarantee readability, replicability, and accessibility
of the work to the wider eye tracking community. The
authors were invited to respond to the reviews and an
additional round of reviews ensured all concerns raised
were properly addressed before publication.

Reviewers
This issue would not exist without the dedicated

work and expertise of our external reviewers. We
would like to thank all of them for their assistance and
timely reviews. In particular, Ralf Biedert, Shahram
Eivazi, Catharine Oertel, and Hana Vrzakova con-
tributed significantly to this special issue.
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